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Ergo Clip 14.5 mm
ARaymond offers value-added fastening solutions  
for greenhouse cultures, able to optimize labour costs,  
culture yields and profitability.

Easy and fast installation

Robust fastening system

Respectful design for cultivation

Related Products
ReelHookClassic Hook 180 mm Classic Hook 220 mm

Why is it better to choose clipping than twisting? * INNOVATIVE CLIPPING SYSTEM

SIZE

REINFORCED STRUCTURE

Thanks to its internal structure made of
triangles the new ergo clip is one of the

most light and resistant clips.

 RETENTION

The Ergo Clip has robust double 
interlocking system with extra grips  

that optimizes twine retention.

The Ergo clip is equipped  
withan innovative closing system

that makes it easy to clip  
and remove with just two fingers.

14.5 mm Ø (cucumbers)

REINFORCED HINGE

For a maximum safety, the new brand ergo
hinge is optimized to be placed easily while
supporting the whole weight of the
cucumber plant.

ROUNDED SHAPE

The design has a complete round shape with enhanced
rounded edges to reduce damage to the plants and fruits. 
It has some flexibility but still maintains the stress resistance.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN

The Ergo Clip has an intuitive closing  
using only two fingers and V shape hinge  

for faster and easier positioning.TWISTING

CLIPPING
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